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Introduction

Let (M=GIK,g) be an irreducible symmetric space of compact type. We

denote by A the Laplace-Beltrami operator of (M,g) acting on the space of C"

functions on M. We denote by h the k-th.eigen-value of A and by Vk the cor-

responding eigen-space. For each integer k, k^l, there exists an isometric minimal

immersion xk of Minto the unit sphere in i?TOCfc)+1denned by an orthonormal base

of Vk, which we call the £-thstandard isometric minimal immersion of M.

do Carmo and Wallach [2] showed that the k-th standard isometric minimal

immersion of a sphere S" has degree k. We showed that the &-th standard minimal

immersion of a complex projective space CPn, n^2, has degree 2k [5]. In these

cases the degree of the immersion coincides with the algebraic degree of the

homogeneous polynomials which define the immersion. In thisnote we determine

the degree of the standard isometric minimal immersions of the other symmetric

spaces of rank one into spheres.

Theorem A. Let xk be the k-th standard isometric minimal immersion of a

quaternionprojectivespace QPn, n^2. Then xk has degree 2k.

Let k : Sin+3->QPn be the Hopf fibration,where we consider Sin+3 as the unit

sphere in Qn+l ―C2n+2. Then for each eigen-function / on QPn which belongs to

Vk, there exists a homogeneous harmonic polynomial Pf of type (k,k) on C2n+2

which induces / through n. So the degree of the immersion coincides with the

algebraic degree of the homogeneous polynomials which define the immersion.

Theorem B. Let Xk be the k-th standard isometric minimal immersion of the

Cayley projective plane CayP2. Then Xk has degree 2k.
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1. Preliminalies

Let (Mm, g) be an irreduciblesymmetric space of compact type. We denote

by d the Laplace-Beltramioperator of (M,g). Let fa be the &-th eigen-valueof

4 0=^o<^,<^2<---, and Vk be the correspondingeigen-space. We definean inner

product(,) in Vk as follows:

(/,A)=C f-hd[t,f,h£Vk

M

where dftis the canonical measure of (M,g) normalized in such a way that

r
＼ dft=dim. Vk=m(k)+1.

Let fn.fi.'--.fm.rKbe an orthonormal base of Vk. Then

xu:M->R ^1 ;/>->(/.(£),/,(/>),-,/TO<*>(/>))

realizes an isometric minimal immersion of (M,(hlm)g) into the unit sphere in

i?**Hl. We call this isometric minimal immersion the &-th standard minimal

immersion of M.

Let (G, iO be a symmetric pair corresponding to M. Then G acts on F* by

if>'f)(P)=f{p-l'P＼oGGt pzM.

Under this action of G on Vk vo=Ttfiffi(eK)fi is a if-fixed unit vector. Then

xk is equivalent to the following isometric minimal immersion of M into the unit

sphere SmC*°in Vk under the identificationVk-^Rm^ ; /->(a?i)where /^S ^^/*;

^fc:M->SmC&);aif-x;-yo, ^eG.

Thus Xk is an equivariant immersion, i.e., there exists a Lie group homomorphism

p of G into the isometry group I{Smm) of the unit sphere S'mCfc)in Rm +' such

xk(o-p)= p((j)-xk(p),aeG, p M.

Let Bl＼P=(xk)*and let B2lp be the second fundamental form of xk at p. In-

ductively we define the higher fundamental forms. Here we denote by Op＼M),

i^2, the linear span of Image BJ]V,and by Nj]p the orthogonal projection of the

tangent space Tp(SmOc)) to the orthogonal complement of (TPM+OZP(M) + ---+OJP(M)):

Nnp:Tp(Sm )~>(TpM+OP(M) + -+Ot,(M)y.
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Then the (; + l)-th fundamental form BJ+i＼Pis defined by

Bj+llp(uo,ult -..,ui)= UyuJBt!Ju Uu -, Uj))fjlP,

U0,Ui,･･-,Uj£TpM,

where V is the covariant derivative in Smm and Ui, l^i^kj, are local extensions

of Ui. The smallest positive integer d such that BdW^f=0 and jBa+1|P=O is called

the degree of xk- By the following Lemma 1 the definitionof the degree is inde-

pendent of the choice of p.

Lemma 1. (1) Bj is G-invariant, i.e.,

Bj＼a.p(<j'Ui,･･･,a-Uj)= p(a)-Bjip(uu･･･,Uj),

ogG, Ui,u2,---,Uj TpM.

So we get

p(a)-Op(M)=OJP(M), o£G.

(2) Bm is a symmetric j-multilinear mapping of TPM onto OUM).

Since Bjlp is symmetric we regard it as a linear mapping of the j-th sym-

metric power Sj(TpM) onto Ojp{M) as follows:

Bm{uv~u3) = Bm{uu ―,u})

where ur--Uj is the symmetric product of U＼,･･･,Uj£TpM. Extend the isotropy

action of K on TeKMto Sj(TeKM) in a natural manner. Hereafter we only consider

the fundamental forms at the origin eKzM. So we omit the subscript eK. We

have the following

Lemma 2. (1) Bj is a K-homomorphism of SJ(TeKM) to 0{K(M).

(2) Vk admits the following orthogonal direct sum decomposition as K-module

(1.1) Vk=Rvo+TeKM+Oe2K(M) + -+OedK(M),

where d is the degree of Xk.

For the proof of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 we refer, for instance, to [5].

Let 0 and I be the Lie algebras of G and K respectively,and p be the orthog-

onal complement of I in 8 with respect to the Killing form B of 8. We identify

p with the tangent space TeKM in a natural manner. Then the isotropy action

of K on p is the adjoint action of K on p. We identify the i-th symmetric power

Sj(TeKM) = SJ(p) with the space of real valued homogeneous polynomials on p of

degree j in a natural manner. Take an orthonormal base eit･･･,em of p and put
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r=H
iei-ei

SJ(p). Since the adjoint action of K on p leaves invariant the inner

product B]vxv induced by the Killing form B of 8 we have the following decora-

position of Sj(p) as if-module ([8],p. 255)

Hj , j=O,l,

Hj+r-S*-%p) (direct sum), j^2.

where Hj is the space of homogeneous harmonic polynomials of degree j on p.

We have the followingLemma due to do Carmo and Wallach [21.

Lemma 3. Ker BjZ)r-SJ-*(p),;^2.

2. Proof of Theorem B

Let 0 be the compact real form of the complex simple Lie algebra 8=f4- Let

G be the connected Lie group with the Lie algebra 8. Then G contains a Lie

subgroup K which is isomorphic to Spin (9) and (G, K) is a symmetric pair cor-

responding to the Cayley projective plane Cay P2 [6]. Let I be the Lie algebra of

K and p be the orthogonal complement of I in 9 with respect to the Killing form

B of fl. Let I [resp. p] be the complexification of I [resp. J)]in 8 and 0 be the

automorphism of 8 such that 0|I=id. and 6＼p――id.

Let I)be a maximal abelian subalgebra of f. Then I)is also a maximal abelian

subalgebra of 8 and the complexification % of I)in 8is a common Cartan subalgebra

of 8 and f. We regard roots and weights as elements of ( ―1)1/2§via i?. We

denote by r the set of non-zero roots of 8 with respect to ＼ We fix a lexico-

graphic order in (~1)1/2I)and take simple roots aua2,aa, a4 of r such that

(2B(ai,aj)IB(aj,aj)) = 2-1 0 0

-12-2 0

0-1 2-1

0 0-12

Take fundamental weight system ^1,^2,^3,^4of

0=exp(ad27r(-l)1/2/*4)and that

fl. Then it is easily seen that

(2.1) /3i=2ai+3a2+4≪3+2a4, /32=―au /33=―≪2,/3=―a3,

is a fundamental root system of t ([4],p. 121), i.e., each root of f is written

uniquely in the form /3=Ei4=im^i with allnon-positive or allnon-negative integers

mi. Let vi,v2,v3,ua be the fundamental weight system of ?. From (2.1) and [3]

(p. 69) we get

(2.2) im = on+ 2az + 3as + 2ai = j3i+^2 + ps+ fu,
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vi=pll2+pi+3pal2+2pi.
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Since CayP2 is a symmetric space of rank one, each eigen-space Vk of d

acting on real valued C°°functions is a class one orthogonal representation of

(G, K), i.e., Vk is G-irreducible and contains a non-zero infixed vector [1]. It is

known that {Vk)° is also G-irreducible. So (Vk)° is a class one unitary represen-

tation. We know that the highest weight of irreducible G-module (Vk)c is kfiA[8].

To prove Theorem B we need the following

Lemma 4 (Smith [7]). Let eu ･･■,e16be an orthonormal base of p with respect

to BlPXP. Let r=Ei=i^f^ S2(p). Then (Sj(p))G is decomposed under adjoint re-

presentation as follows:

(2.4) (Si(P))c=＼
[ Htp+a-jVCpvi+^+r-CS^-Hp))0 (direct sum), 7^2

where V(v) is the irreducibleK-module with highest weight v.

Extend the j-th fundamental form Bj: Sj(p)->OiK(Cay P2) to a complex linear

mapping Bj: (SJ(p))G->(CHK(CayP2))c. Then by Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 we get

(Ok(Cay />2))°=5/(S2P+fl-yViPv^qv,)).

By Schur's Lemma Bj＼V(Pvi+qv4) is zero or an isomorphism. So we denote by

/ the set of indices (p,q) such that Bj＼V(pvi+ qv4) is an isomorphism. Then we

get the following decomposition of (Vk)G from (1.1)

(2.5) (Vk)G= F(0)+ F(v4)+Z/=2 Z2P+q=j,cP,mi F(M+<^),

where d is the degree of the &-th standard minimal immersion. From (2.5) we

get

(2.6) d=MaX(P,ml(2p+q).

Let (F*)(7=2]/'e^F/a be the weight space decomposition of (Vk)G as a G-module.

Then it is also the weight space decomposition as a A~-module since K has the

same rank as G.

Let (p, q) be a pair contained in /. Then by the above remark pvi+qvt is a

weight of (Vk)° as a G-module. Each weight of (Vk)° as a G-module is written

in the following form

kfii―I] /=!m≪xi,

with non-negative integers nti. Choose nu such that
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(2.7) pvi + qvi=kfi4 ―2 <-i≫i*ar<.

By (2.2) and (2.3) we get

Pvl + qvi= (p+q!2)fa+(p+q)l32 + (p + 3ql2)l3.i+ (p+2q)p4

= (k-m4l2)^+(k+ml-~mi)^ + (k+m2-3m,l2)li3 + (k + mH-2m4)^.

Comparing the coefficientof /3ton both sides of (2.7) we get

p-＼-q＼2―k―m42, for any {p,q)sl.

So we get d^2k from (2.6).

Let 7tp,q:(Vk)c-*V(pvi + qi>i),(p,q)elt be the orthogonal projection with respect

to the decomposition (2.5). Let v0 be the weight vector corresponding to kp.±.

Since v0= 2iP,g)e/?rp,,(y0)there exists a pair (/>,̂ ) /such that Kp^ivo^O. Since

TTp.qis a iT-homomorphism ^4 is a weight of F(/>vi+^v4). Choose non-negative

integers m such that

(2.8) &/;4=/>!;,+ qvi~ZiU nifti.

By (2.2) and (2.3) we get

pVi + qui-Ht-iiuPi

=(p+qj2-nl)pl + (p + q-n2)p<,+ (p+3ql2~ns)fa + (p+2q-~ni)pi.

Comparing the coefficientof /3ion both sides of (2.8) we get

p + qj2―n,=k.

So we get d^_2k from (2.6). So the Theorem B is proved.

We can prove Theorem A in the same manner as the proof of Theorem B.

Necessary facts are found in [7].
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